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Mister Chair,

At the outset, my delegation would like to pay its respects to the thousands of uniformed men
and women serving under the United Nations flag around the World, in particular those who have
been wounded or killed in the line of duty.

Brazil fully associates itself with the statement made by the distinguished delegate of Egypt
on behalf of the Group of 77 and China.

My delegation would like to thank Mr. Atul Khare, Undersecretary-General for Field
Support, and Ms. Bettina Tucci Bartsiotas, Assistant Secretary-General, Controller, for
presenting report A/72/770. We .would also like to thank Mr. Carlos Ruiz-Massieu, Chair of the
Advisory Committee on, Admiuistratiÿ)e and Budgetary Questions, for presenting report
A/72/789.

Mister Chair,

BJ?azil welcomes the Secretary-General's vision of a reform agenda that will enable the
United Nations to take a more holistic and integrated approach to conflict prevention, crisis
management and peacebuilding.

Brazil has long highlighted the primacy of poIitics in United Nations engagement in peace
and security affairs. We share the Secretary-General's assessment regarding the asymmetry of
resources spent on managing crises and the resources al!otted to preventing them. This imbalance
has limited the United Nations' capacity to deliver on its peacekeeping mandates.

My delegation supports the six priorities outlined in the overview report, and attaches special
significance to the goal of supporting effective political engagement, promoting integrated
solutions and strengthening conflict analysis.

Mister Chair,

The underlying complexity of the political environment of peacekeeping operations has
steadily increase/dfe-ver the past decade, and the multidimensionality of Security Council
mandates hasÿ-rbwn accordingly.

In this context, peacekeeping missions haÿe needed to carry out a broad range of
pro.grammatic activities in order to deliver on their mandates and promote political progress.
These activities cut across diverse areas, such as gender affairs, rule of law, security sector
reform, community violence reduction and disarmament, demobilization and reintegration.
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We note that, in keeping with its traditionally balanced stance bn this issue, the Advisory
Committee does not recommend any adjustments for programmatic activities. However, the
proposed distinction between "types" of programmatic acti;cities is an artificial and unhelpful
one. That some programmatic activities have been part of mission budgets longer than others
merely indicates that mandates have been able to evolve and to keep pace with the changing
realities on the ground.

Furthermore, the Fifth Committee does not approve the budgets of the funds, programs, and
agencies of the United Nations System. This makes it very unlikely that the Committee could
analyze these entities' supposed "comparative advantages" relative to peacekeeping operations in
carrying out programmatic activities.

Programmatic activities do not spring from nowhere. All strategic objectives of the missions
are grounded in Security Council mandates and have to be fulfilled. It is not the place of the
Advisory Committee, the Fifth Committee or the Secretariat to select which mandated activities
will be carried Out and which will not. Our duty here is to adequately resource mandates, not to
rewrite them.

Mister Chair,

Mandate implementation in complex environments is also furthered by Quick-Impact
Projects. QIPS establish and build confidence in individual missions, their mandates and the
peace process, thereby improving the environment for mandate delivery.

This is particularly relevant given the emphasis placed, by the Secretary-General on
improving the security of United Nations peacekeepers. QIPS create an environment where
support and goodwill from the local population toward police and troops enhance force
protection and help prevent fatalities.

Mister Chair,

Brazit suppoÿs a permanent assessment of how to make peac.ekeeping missions more fit for
purpose, as well as a clear definition of their exit strategies. But this should be done with due
regard to the mandate of each mission, as defined by the Security Council. My delegation stands
ready to engage in constructive negotiations during this session.

Thank you, Mister Chair.




